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Introduction: This study investigates into the drought-prone region of the Lake
Balkhash basin, conducting a thorough analysis spanning 2 decades, emphasizing
its significant impact on agriculture and water challenges in Central Asia. Beyond
the specific focus on this region, the research aims to contribute valuable insights
that extend our understanding of the broader implications of drought in the area.

Methods: Utilizing MODIS satellite imagery, the study employs the Vegetation
Health Index a comprehensive indicator combining the Vegetation Condition
Index and Temperature Condition Index ranging from 0 (extreme aridity) to 100
(optimal moisture). The assessment of drought conditions from 2000 to
2020 includes probabilistic mapping, trend analysis, and Pearson’s correlation
coefficients. Connections with hydrological factors, such as river water levels and
the Balkhash Lake area, are explored, along with in-depth analyses of land use
data and the GRACE dataset on water equivalent thickness, enhancing the study’s
depth and reliability.

Results: Drought affected approximately 44% of the Balkhash Lake Basin during
the study period, impacting both Kazakhstan and China. Severe drought episodes
occurred in 2000, 2008, 2014, and 2015, highlighting the region’s vulnerability.
Analysis of drought trends revealed diverse patterns: 23% exhibited an increase,
17% showed a decrease, and 60% remained stable. Correlations between drought
and hydrological parameters varied among stations, with positive correlations at
Kapshagay and Shelek Stations, a weak correlation at Ayagoz Station, and a
significant positive correlation at Lepsy despite the elevation.

Discussion: This research underscores the intricate link between drought and
hydrological factors in the Balkhash Lake Basin, emphasizing the need for precise
water resource management and climate adaptation. Crucial strategies include
proactive monitoring, tailored interventions, and the application of probabilistic
droughtmapping to enhancewater supply management, contributing actionable
insights for sustainable practices in the region.

Conclusion: This study significantly advances our understanding of drought
dynamics in the Balkhash Lake Basin, recommending adaptive strategies, site-
specific interventions, and sustainable water management. The findings provide a
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crucial foundation for informed water resource decisions in Central Asia,
emphasizing the importance of region-specific approaches to address diverse
challenges posed by drought.

KEYWORDS

drought conditions, vegetation health index (VHI), hydrological parameters, Balkhash lake
basin, Central Asia

1 Introduction

Drought, a pervasive phenomenon, is influenced by climate-
related variables encompassing alterations in rainfall patterns,
diminished soil moisture content, and reduced river flow rates,
with its severity contingent on factors such as temperature, wind
dynamics, and humidity (Mishra and Singh, 2010). In the realm of
scientific understanding, drought is inherently characterized as a
complex spatiotemporal phenomenon with three-dimensional
attributes, and its dynamics are influenced by a multifaceted
interplay of static and dynamic factors (Herrera-Estrada et al.,
2017). To explain in more detail, the static components involve
measures like duration, severity, and peak intensity. Meanwhile, the
dynamic aspects include parameters such as centroid location,
displacement direction, and the extent of the affected
geographical area (Vernieuwe et al., 2020).

In Central Asia, a region historically susceptible to water scarcity
and drought, the challenges arising from climate change and
unsustainable water resource management practices have left a
lasting impact on the Aral Sea basin, influencing landscapes,
economies, and communities (Berdimbetov et al., 2021;
Yegizbayeva et al., 2022).

To understand the historical context, researchers utilized a
comprehensive tree-ring chronology covering 1,580 to 2006 in
western Tian Shan, Central Asia. The reconstruction of the
Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) revealed dry periods
during specific intervals, such as 1,614–1,628, 1700–1722,
1758–1790, 1806–1833, 1873–1898, 1908–1936, 1943–1951,
1960–1966, and 1973–1988 (Chen et al., 2013). Furthermore, in
the years 1921–1922 and 1930–32, similar research meticulously
chronicled by Guo et al. (2018) serves as important milestones in our
understanding of this phenomenon. These dry spells have left a
lasting imprint, characterized by crop failures and livestock losses,
casting a pervasive shadow across the region (Hamidov et al., 2016).
In the transition to the 21st century, Aralova et al. (2016) conducted
a drought research examination spanning the period from 1950 to
2012 in Central Asian rangelands, revealing an increasing risk of
drought across arid and semi-arid ecological zones. Concurrently,
Aitekeyeva et al. (2020) explored drought risk in cultivated areas of
Central Asia, utilizing MODIS time-series data for the period
2000–2015, offering valuable insights over the preceding
2 decades. The southwestern region of Kazakhstan is
experiencing accelerated warming, characterized by more extreme
high and low temperatures, as highlighted by Salnikov et al. (2023).
In the mid-21st century, Kazakhstan’s mountains are expected to
witness reduced bioclimatic diversity. According to Lopez
Fernandez et al. (2020) and the Providing Regional Climates for
Impacts Studies (PRECIS) model, 36.2% of these mountainous areas
are projected to encounter increased thermal conditions, while 9.7%

are expected to become more arid. Specifically, from 1901 to 2020,
the Balkhash Lake Basin endured a total of 53 drought events, with
five notably severe drought periods during 1916–1920, 1943–1945,
1973–1977, 1995–1998, and 2007–2009 (Yang X. et al., 2022).

Lake Balkhash, a significant water source in the region, stands
out due to its endorheic nature (Yapiyev et al., 2017), it receives
water from melting snow and glaciers through various rivers and
streams, primarily originating from surrounding mountains,
including the Tarbagatay Mountains to the east, Saur Mountains
to the southeast, and Junggar Alatau Mountains to the west
(Talipova et al., 2021). These rivers and streams are vital for the
studied basin, with glacier and snowmelt significantly influencing
hydrological patterns, resulting in elevated discharge levels from
May to September, peaking typically in July and August (De Boer
et al., 2021). However, the increasing threats of water scarcity and
drought events underscore the need for attentive monitoring to
ensure sustainable water utilization (Xu et al., 2015). The vegetation
surrounding Lake Balkhash exhibits diversity based on location and
altitude, encompassing a wide range of ecosystems, from temperate
grassland steppes to desert vegetation and wetlands that support
various wildlife (Qi et al., 2020a; Sun et al., 2022). In the Tianshan
region, drought events on the northern slopes exhibit higher
frequencies, shorter durations, and greater intensities and peak
magnitudes. Conversely, areas adjacent to lakes, including
Balkhash, Issyk-Kul, and the Aral Sea, are characterized by
prolonged and highly severe drought occurrences (Guo et al., 2018).

These challenges significantly affect water resources, agriculture,
and food security in the region. Monitoring agencies play a crucial
role in providing insights into understanding and addressing current
and future drought conditions (Nurtazin et al., 2020). Additionally,
climate change effects on lakes, such as rising temperatures, shifting
precipitation patterns (Kyrgyzbay et al., 2023), changes in water
levels, and ecological transformations, have implications for aquatic
ecosystems, water quality, biodiversity, and local communities
(Duan et al., 2020; Zinabdin et al., 2022).

To comprehensively assess the impacts of drought, the
integration of remote sensing data from sources such as satellites,
drones, and ground-based sensors is imperative (Jiao et al., 2015).
Satellite imagery plays a crucial role in assessing vegetation health
and condition (Sreekesh et al., 2019). Various indices, such as
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Forkel et al.,
2013), Vegetation Health Index (VHI) (Liang et al., 2021),
Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) (Ren et al., 2008) and
Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment -Drought Severity
Index (GRACE-DSI) (Satish Kumar et al., 2021), are employed to
gauge the severity of drought by analyzing factors like vegetation
status, precipitation, and soil moisture data (Sreekesh et al., 2019).
Among these indices, the VHI, which combines the Vegetation
Condition Index (VCI) and Temperature Condition Index (TCI)
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datasets, emerges as a powerful tool for monitoring agricultural
drought, especially in arid regions (Aitekeyeva et al., 2020), offering
insights into drought duration, spatial distribution, and severity
(Dragos et al., 2022). Composite drought indices, which amalgamate
data from multiple sources, offer a holistic evaluation of drought
conditions (Poulsen et al., 2007). These indices encompass
meteorological, vegetation, and soil moisture components,
playing a essential role in early warning systems, agricultural
productivity assessment, and climate change impact evaluation
(Zhang et al., 2011). The objectives of this study are 1)
systematically investigating and characterizing the distribution of
drought events over the past 21 years within the Lake Basin. 2) to
conduct a comprehensive analysis of drought characteristics,
delineating spatial and temporal patterns influencing the
frequency of drought occurrences throughout the study duration.
3) to perform a rigorous trend analysis of drought events within the
Lake Basin, with a specific emphasis on evaluating the correlation
between the onset of drought and relevant hydrological parameters,
such as lake water level, river water levels (RWL), and water
equivalent thickness (WET). This assessment relies on
strategically positioned hydrological stations along four rivers
that flow into the Balkhash Lake basin.

Using advanced remote sensing through MODIS satellite
imagery, the Vegetation Health Index (VHI) proves valuable for
real-time monitoring of agricultural drought in arid regions
(Dorjsuren et al., 2016). This technology enhances the
understanding of drought dynamics and supports large-scale
water management and climate adaptation efforts. It also aids in
presenting geographically disaggregated data, providing a
comprehensive overview of the impact of drought over extensive
areas. However, there is a scarcity of studies utilizing satellite-based
datasets in this study area, particularly in drought assessment. Our
study addresses this limitation by meticulously analyzing droughts
and examining trends in their intensity and spatial distribution.
Additionally, our research focuses on cross-border areas in the
region, specifically targeting the main rivers flowing into Lake
Balkhash, to advance understanding and address drought-
related problems.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study area

The Balkhash Lake Basin, spanning 423,000 km2 in Central Asia
(42˚N to 49˚N, 72˚E to 86˚E), functions as a transboundary
watershed for Kazakhstan, China, and Kyrgyzstan. Lake Balkhash
(Karthe, 2018), a focal point, anchors an ecologically diverse region
with distinctive flora and fauna (Zhupankhan et al., 2018). The
climate is characterized by semi-arid to arid conditions, marked by
hot and dry summers with temperatures ranging from 25°C to 30°C
and cold winters with temperatures dropping between −10°C
to −15°C (Deng and Chen, 2017). Annual precipitation ranges
from 100 mm to 300 mm, peaking at 700 mm in high elevations,
with uneven distribution throughout the year (Wolff et al., 2016; De
Boer et al., 2021). The basin’s primary water sources primarily come
from rivers and streams originating in the surrounding mountain
ranges (Mohammat et al., 2013). The Ili River functions as the

principal aquatic conduit within the Balkhash Lake basin, as
established by Kogutenko et al. (2019). This selection rationale
underlies our choice to examine multiple rivers, including Ile,
Lepsi, Ayagoz, and Shelek, in order to discern distinctions
originating from different sources (Talipova et al., 2019;
Kyrgyzbay et al., 2023). This rationale underscores our interest in
understanding the hydrological dynamics of the region
comprehensively. The Balkhash Lake, characterized by eastern
(saline shallow) and western (freshwater) sections, maintains its
water level through the inflow of rivers, snow, and glacier melt
(Nurtazin et al., 2020). Despite its crucial role as a water resource,
challenges such as climate change, unsustainable water usage, and
geopolitical considerations present formidable obstacles
(Moldakhanova et al., 2023). This highlights the imperative for a
thorough understanding of water dynamics, climate patterns, and
human activities to ensure sustainable management in the region
(Qi et al., 2020b).

A hydrological assessment spanning from 2000 to 2020 explored
drought events and water balance parameters, drawing insights from
four monitoring stations along key rivers of the basin. The primary
rivers studied are:

Ili River is originated in Central Tien Shan glaciers, it spans
1,439 km, with a 140,000 km2 basin (Duan et al., 2020). Merging
with Kunese and Kash Rivers in China before re-entering
Kazakhstan, it flows into Lake Balkhash, sustaining the basin’s
ecosystems (Qi et al., 2020b).

Shelek River is the largest in the Ile-Alatau Range, it originates
from southern slope glaciers, covering a 4,950 km2 basin (De Boer
et al., 2021). Fed by over 45 mountain tributaries, it plays a crucial
role in regional hydrodynamics, contributing to the water balance
and sustainability of the Balkhash Lake Basin (Alimkulov and
Moldakhanova, 2020).

Lepsi River is ranking third in water volume, flowing 417 km
from the Jetisu Alatau Range, it drains 8,110 km2 (Talipova et al.,
2019). Originated from northern slope glaciers, it substantially
contributes to Lake Balkhash’s water supply, influencing the
region’s hydrological dynamics (Tursunova et al., 2022).

Ayagoz River is formed by merging the Big and Small Ayagoz
rivers, it originates in the Tarbagatay Range. Stretching 492 km and
draining 15,700 km2, it flows into Lake Balkhash, exhibiting a unique
elongated shape (Myrzakhmetov et al., 2022). The river’s distinct
features contribute significantly to the hydrological dynamics,
impacting the water balance and sustainability of the Balkhash
Lake Basin.

Understanding these rivers is essential for comprehending the
hydrological dynamics of the Balkhash Lake Basin and ensuring
sustainable utilization. Similarly, it is crucial to pay attention to
changes in how the land is used, especially concerning hydrological
conditions. The basin predominantly occupies Kazakhstan’s
geographical boundaries, constituting 86% of the total area, while
the remaining 14% falls within China’s territorial limits (Duan et al.,
2020), as represented in Table 1.

Over the past 2 decades, the Balkhash Lake Basin has seen
changes in land use (table 1). Agriculture expanded to 14.9%,
forests to 3.5%, while grasslands remained dominant at 39.4%,
and sparse vegetation slightly decreased to 18.7%. These changes,
influenced by Kazakhstan and China, highlight the evolving
landscape of the region.
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2.2 Data sources

2.2.1 Satellite data
Our study utilized datasets from the MODIS (Moderate

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) instrument onboard
NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites. These datasets were employed
to acquire information about vegetation and Earth system
parameters. Notably, we focused on the Enhanced Vegetation
Index (EVI) among the derived vegetation indices. These datasets
were obtained from the following online sources: https://ladsweb.
modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/ and https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov/.

Within our research framework, the MODIS Enhanced Vegetation
Index (EVI) dataset (MOD13A1) was produced through mathematical
operations applied to surface reflectance data, covering the years
2000–2020. This approach leveraged the specific absorption
characteristics of chlorophyll pigments in plant leaves, particularly
within the red (670 nm) and blue (470 nm) spectra, in addition to
the prominent scattering effects in the near-infrared (NIR) segment of
the electromagnetic spectrum (Lu et al., 2015).

For assessing land surface thermal characteristics, the MODIS
Land Surface Temperature (LST) product (MOD11C2), played a
central role. This product was derived from thermal infrared bands,
with a primary focus on bands 31 (10.780–11.280 µm) and 32
(11.770–12.270 µm), (Zhao et al., 2021).

Water Equivalent Thickness: Water Equivalent Thickness (WET)
data, obtained from the GRACE-FO website (https://gracefo.jpl.nasa.
gov) covering monthly records from 2003 to 2020, facilitated the
assessment of water mass fluctuations through the GRACE and
GRACE-FO satellites, monitoring changes in Earth’s mass. This
study involved the analysis of Equivalent Water Thickness (EWT)
changes from 2003 to 2020 using Level-2 Release-06 data from the
Center for Space Research (CSR). Decorrelation Filtering (DDK) was
employed at CSR as a method to mitigate correlation-based errors.
Furthermore, EWT changes across various years were computed in
regions exhibiting significant fluctuations. To enhance the analysis, the
GRACE-based WET data underwent resampling to align with the

500 m by 500 m pixel resolution of the MODIS dataset. This process
involved spatial interpolation and value averaging, employing a two-
step approach (Duan et al., 2020). All data acquisition and processing
procedures were conducted using Google Earth Engine (Gorelick et al.,
2017) and Quantum GIS (Hugentobler, 2017).

Balkhash Lake area: Data for the Balkhash Lake area is sourced
from the Land Use and Land Cover classification, which is extracted
from the European Space Agency (ESA) Climate Change Initiative
Land Cover (CCI LC) dataset spanning the years 1992–2020 at a
300-m spatial resolution (Defourny, 2017). The ESA compiled this
global dataset using information from various satellite systems,
including the Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR), Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre (SPOT)
Vegetation, Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS),
and Sentinel systems (Hartley et al., 2017).

2.2.2 Hydrological data
The river water level data (RWL) inmeters, as indicated in Figure 1,

was based on observed monthly recordings. These data were collected
over 21 years corresponding to the study duration and were sourced
from four strategically situated hydrological stations along various rivers
within the Balkhash Lake Basin. The official data source for this
information is RSE “Kazhydromet”, the hydrometeorological
organization in Kazakhstan, which provides access to these datasets
via its official website at www.kazhydromet.kz.

2.3 Calculation of the drought index

Drought evaluations within the endorheic basin were computed
using the Vegetation Health Index (VHI) on a pixel-wise basis for the
years 2000–2020, on a monthly scale, with a specific focus on the mean
growing season from April to September. The computation of drought
parameters relies on the utilization of MODIS datasets due to their
exceptional spatial, spectral, and temporal resolutions (Chen et al.,
2011). Subsequently, this data was employed in the computation of the

TABLE 1 Main land use characteristics of the selected Basin based on ESA CCI LC dataset (Zanaga et al., 2022).

Land use and land cover categories Basin area total (%) Kazakhstan (%) China (%)

2000 2020 2000 2020 2000 2020

Agriculture 11.0 14.9 7.6 10.5 3.5 3.8

Forest 2.4 3.5 1.6 2.1 0.8 1.4

Grassland 40.3 39.4 33.0 33.1 7.2 6.3

Wetland 2.2 2.2 2.0 2.0 0.2 0.0

Settlement 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1

Shrub land 8.7 8.7 8.3 8.6 0.4 0.0

Sparse vegetation 19.8 18.7 19.1 18.2 0.7 0.5

Bare area 10.1 6.8 9.3 6.2 0.7 0.6

Water 4.8 4.7 4.7 4.7 0.0 0.0

Snow/ice 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5

Total area (%) 100 86 14
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Vegetation Condition Index (VCI), Temperature Condition Index
(TCI), and the ultimate Drought Index, known as the Vegetation
Health Index (VHI). The formula for VHI is expressed as follows:

VCI � EVI − EVI min( )
EVI max − EVImin( ) (1)

Here, EVI max and EVI min indicate the highest and lowest EVI
values within each observation period. As a standalone metric, the VCI
serves as a valuable tool for drought assessment (Eq. 1). VCI has
demonstrated a high level of accuracy in evaluating drought conditions,
considering parameters such as duration and its impact on vegetation.

TCI � LSTmax − LST( )
LSTmax − LSTmin( ) (2)

Here, LSTmax and LSTmin signify the uppermost and lowest
values of Land Surface Temperature (LST). The TCI algorithm (Eq.
2) closely parallels the VCI methodology, with conditions being
assessed concerning the maximum and minimum temperature
envelope. The subsequent formula accounts for the distinct
vegetation responses to temperature variations (Kogan, 1995).

VHI � 0.5 × TCI + 0.5 × VCI (3)

VHI is a resultant metric obtained by computing a weighted
average of two indices, with values ranging from 0 to 1. In
accordance with the defined VHI formulation, both the TCI and
the VCI were assigned equal weights of 0.5, as specified in Eq. 3. To
facilitate calculations, the VHI values were subsequently multiplied
by 100, resulting in a range spanning from 0 to 100. A VHI value of
0 indicates extremely arid conditions, while a maximum value of
100 signifies the most favorable wet conditions.

Drought severity classifications for VHI values less than 40 are
employed to categorize the level of drought stress experienced by
vegetation. These classifications are adaptable depending on the

specific application and have been validated in previous research.
VHI is categorized into five distinct classes utilizing predefined
thresholds outlined in Table 2.

2.4 Probabilistic drought mapping

The recurrence, duration, and intensity of droughts are of
paramount importance in water supply management, exacerbating
the scarcity of natural water resources. To evaluate the likelihood of
drought events, their occurrence probability was computed at the pixel
level, encompassing the entire growth season timeframe. This
probability (ρ̂) is determined using the following Eq. 4:

ρ̂ � n
N

(4)

The confidence interval for p’ is expressed as (Eq. 5):

ρ ∈ ρ̂± 2

�������
ρ̂ 1 − ρ( )

N

√
(5)

Where: ρ̂- represents the probability of occurrence. n-signifies the
number of occurrences.N -represents the total numberwithin the dataset.

FIGURE 1
Overview of the study area. (A) World coverage, (B) study area in the Central Asia, and (C) Balkhash Lake Basin and its hydrological
monitoring stations.

TABLE 2 Classification of drought calculated by the VHI (Kogan, 2002).

Severity classes VHI value

Extreme drought ≤10

Severe drought 10–20

Moderate drought 20–30

Mild drought 30–40

No drought ≥40
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2.5 Trend analysis

The evaluation of trends in environmental parameters is important
for the progression and sustainable management of natural resources. In
this study, a longitudinal assessment of change was conducted utilizing a
linear methodology. Linear trends were calculated for both annual and
monthly intervals spanning the period from 2000 to 2020. A straight line
was fitted to the temporal data of each pixel using the least squares linear
regression technique. The mathematical expression for the linear
regression line can be stated as follows:

y � a + bx (6)
The regression line was constructed with x (time) as the independent

variable and y (drought) as the dependent variable (Eq. 6). Here, a
represents the intercept, while b signifies the slope of trend, depicting
temporal changes at the pixel scale. Positive values of the trend indicate
growth, whereas negative values indicate decline. Pearson’s correlation
coefficients assessed the line’s fit, measuring the linear connection
between datasets, with the significance level being evaluated at the
90%–99% confidence level.

3 Results

3.1 Drought distribution over Lake Basin

This study conducted an extensive assessment covering an area
exceeding 470,826 square kilometers within the Balkhash Lake basin

(Figure 2). The spatiotemporal characteristics of drought events
exhibited notable variability and annual fluctuations, impacting
the regional distribution of vegetation. Throughout the entire
investigative period, the annual prevalence of drought, defined
by the VHI falling below the threshold of 40, encompassed
approximately 44% of the total basin area. Specifically, 86% of
the total basin is situated in Kazakhstan, with 39% of this area
experiencing drought. The remaining 14% pertains to the Chinese
territory within the basin, of which 5% is affected by drought.
Additionally, our research identified four specific years (2000,
2008, 2014, and 2015) as instances of severe drought episodes
that affected the entirety of the basin, visually represented in
Figures 2A, I, O, P.

3.2 Drought characteristics

The drought characteristics of the basin, encompassing factors
such as frequency and duration, were quantified by enumerating the
annual occurrences of drought events between April and September.
Drought severity was determined by summing the cumulative
period characterized by severe to extreme conditions, as defined
by VHI values ranging from 0 to 20, on a pixel-by-pixel basis. To
assess both the duration and severity of drought events, we applied a
probability-based relative frequency distribution function, as
illustrated in Eq. 3. It is important to note that our analysis
excluded moderate and mild drought occurrences, considering
them as minor anomalies typical of arid regions.

FIGURE 2
Spatiotemporal patterns of annual drought severity and respective proportions of drought categories for each year (A–U).
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The analysis of the geographic distribution of severe drought
frequencies was conducted using a probabilistic framework
(Figure 3). The results revealed that approximately 26% of the
basin’s area experienced prolonged 3-year drought events. In
parallel, about 17% of instances exhibited recurring 4-year
drought episodes. Furthermore, roughly nine percent of the
region displayed a recurring 5-year drought pattern, while seven
percent of the basin’s geographical territory endured drought
occurrences lasting beyond a 6-year duration.

3.3 Trend analysis of drought events over
Lake Basin

Our scientific investigation, as illustrated in Figure 4, reveals
noteworthy patterns of drought trend fluctuations within the
assigned research zone. Specifically, we have identified a 23%
surge in trend, predominantly concentrated in the northeastern
and central areas of the study region, encompassing the Chinese part
of the basin within cropland areas. Conversely, approximately 17%
of the area has experienced a decline in trend, with focal points in the
southern and northwestern sectors of the basin. Notably, 60% of the
study area has displayed a state of relative constancy, devoid of any
observable alterations in trend.

Our study indicates consistent drought trends with slight
variability. Various studies have explored the connection between
drought and Land Surface Temperature (LST) and Vegetation Index
VI) (Choi et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2021). However, these indices
differ in their principles and methods. A careful selection of the
appropriate index is crucial for effective regional drought
monitoring. VCI is recommended for vegetated areas due to its
sensitivity, as indicated by Zhao et al. (2010), while TCI is better
suited for desert regions.

The combined index between temperature and vegetation cover
relies on their strong negative correlation. This is due to increased
evaporation resulting from reduced soil moisture due to higher
temperatures, leading to decreased vegetation cover. Therefore,
researchers (Yao et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2021) widely applied
the Vegetation Health Index (VHI) in various areas, such as
drought detection, severity assessment, crop and pasture loss
evaluation due to drought, wildfire risk estimation, and early
drought warnings.

In our comprehensive research, which encompassed selected
stations situated at various elevations alongside different river
systems, we uncovered notable correlations as follows:

At the Kapshagay station (Table 3, A), located along the Ile River
at an elevation of 496 m above sea level, we found that: Drought and
river water level displayed a moderate positive correlation with a
coefficient of 0.55 (p < 0.01), indicating a statistically significant
relationship, suggesting that as drought conditions intensified, there
was a corresponding rise in river water levels. Furthermore, we
identified a relatively strong positive correlation with a coefficient of
0.74 (p < 0.01) between drought and water equivalent thickness,
signifying that as drought intensity increased, so did the water
equivalent thickness, which reflects changes in snowpack and soil
moisture. Additionally, we observed a statistically significant
correlation of 0.4 (p < 0.1) between the Balkhash Lake area and
water equivalent thickness, suggesting that changes in the Balkhash

Lake area were associated with variations in water equivalent
thickness, albeit with a slightly weaker correlation compared to
the previous associations.

In a scientific study conducted at the Shelek station (Table 3, B),
situated at an elevation of 845 m, several significant correlations
were identified between various environmental factors. The results
are as follows: A moderate positive correlation (r = 0.4, p < 0.1) was
observed between drought and river water levels, indicating that as
drought conditions intensified, river water levels tended to decrease.
Similarly, a moderate positive correlation (r = 0.4, p < 0.1) was found
between drought and water equivalent thickness, suggesting that
during periods of drought, the water equivalent thickness also
tended to decrease. Another correlation was identified between
the Balkhash Lake area and water equivalent thickness, revealing
a weak positive correlation (r = 0.42) between these two variables.
This implies that as the area of Balkhash Lake changed, there was a
slight influence on water equivalent thickness values. Lastly, a high
positive correlation (r = 0.5, p < 0.05) was detected between water
equivalent thickness and river water level, indicating a strong
relationship between these two variables. As water equivalent
thickness increased, river water levels tended to rise significantly.

In the study conducted at the Ayagoz station, situated at an
elevation of 648 m, we observed the following correlations (Table 3,
C): There was no notable correlation between drought and other
tested parameters. However, a significant correlation was found
between the Balkhash Lake area and both river water level and water
equivalent thickness, with a coefficient of 0.4 (p < 0.1). Furthermore,
a robust correlation of 0.5 (p < 0.05) was identified between river
water level and water equivalent thickness, demonstrating a strong
relationship between these two variables. These findings provide
valuable insights into the relationships among drought, Balkhash
Lake area, river water level, and water equivalent thickness at the
Ayagoz station, contributing to our understanding of local
hydrological and environmental dynamics.

At the Lepsy station (Table 3, D), situated at an elevation of
1,348 m, our scientific investigation yielded the following results: No
statistically significant correlation was discerned between drought
and the examined parameters. Drought exhibited no discernible
relationship with these variables at this specific station. A correlation
coefficient of 0.4 (p < 0.1) was identified between the Balkhash Lake
area and water equivalent thickness. This correlation suggests an
association between alterations in the size of Balkhash Lake and
fluctuations in water equivalent thickness, albeit with a relatively
modest strength of relationship. A robust positive correlation,
quantified at 0.5 (p < 0.05), was observed between river water
level and water equivalent thickness. This substantial correlation
underscores a pronounced connection between these two variables,
signifying that variations in water equivalent thickness exert a
substantial influence on river water levels at the Lepsy station.

4 Discussion

In Central Asia, drought emerges as a potent force significantly
influencing agriculture and food security, posing varied water-
related challenges for crop yield and farm profitability (Xu et al.,
2015). Over the two-decade study period (2000–2020), 44% of the
total basin area grappled with drought, with 39% in Kazakhstan and
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5% in the Chinese part (figure 5), underscoring implications for the
country’s agriculture given the expansive land dedicated to farming
and livestock (Dubovyk et al., 2019). During severe drought years
(2000, 2008, 2014, and 2015), the entire basin faced evident
challenges, causing substantial consequences for regional
vegetation and highlighting the ecosystem’s vulnerability to
climate-induced hardships. Rain-fed agricultural areas were
particularly susceptible to substantial losses during droughts,
impacting both agriculture and river water flow (De Beurs and
Henebry, 2004; Aitekeyeva et al., 2020). Results emphasized a
significant decrease in rainfall during the vegetation growing
season, coupled with higher mean annual temperatures during
these drought years (Hashemi et al., 2022).

Repeated droughts pose significant threats to lake and wetland
systems, limiting the productivity of terrestrial ecosystems (Zhang
et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2018). They also lead to issues such as
extended dry periods, escalating the occurrence of wildfires in
grasslands, forests, and pastures. In our research, the analysis of
drought characteristics revealed distinct patterns: 26% of basins
experience prolonged 3-year droughts, 17% face recurring 4-year
droughts, approximately 9% undergo repeated 5-year droughts, and
a notable 7% experience droughts lasting more than 6 years
(Yegizbayeva et al., 2022). The increasing frequency, severity, and
duration of droughts in least developed countries, including the
region, are further exacerbating the situation (Miyan, 2015).
Aligning with our study, Yang Q. et al. (2022), emphasized

53 drought events occurring from 1901 to 2020 in the Lake
Balkhash basin, emphasizing isolated episodes of severe drought
in 2007–2009 and highlighting the persistent and cyclical nature of
drought. Guo et al. (2018) also underscored a drying trend in Central
Asia between 2003 and 2015, excluding northern Kazakhstan, and
identified a 16–64-month periodic oscillation. Drought changes are
primarily linked to ENSO and the North Atlantic Oscillation, with
the strength of the Siberian High playing a significant role in drought
variations, particularly in the Balkhash Lake Basin area of eastern
Central Asia (Chen et al., 2018).

The long-term trend evaluation revealed a 23% increase in
drought severity in a noticeable proportion of the region, with
17% witnessing a decline and 60% exhibiting relative stability.
Spatial heterogeneity in drought trends emphasized the need for
localized interventions and adaptive strategies, considering
variations in the region (Guo et al., 2018). This approach
optimizes resource allocation and efforts to enhance resilience,
addressing areas facing deteriorating conditions while not
neglecting those that remain relatively stable (Ta et al., 2018).
The study highlights the importance of considering local
variations when developing drought mitigation and adaptation
plans, acknowledging the unsuitability of a one-size-fits-all
approach for the entire region (Fang et al., 2010).

Exploring relationships between drought and hydrological
parameters (RWL, WET) at selected stations within the Balkhash
Lake Basin revealed diverse hydrological consequences. Correlations

FIGURE 3
Spatial and temporal patterns of drought frequency.
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FIGURE 4
Spatiotemporal patterns of trend analysis.

TABLE 3 Correlation Matrix Plot of selected indices with significance levels indicated by asterisks: p < 0,1 (*), p < 0,05 (**), and p < 0,01 (***).
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provided valuable insights into the interconnectedness of
drought and the region’s water dynamics. Findings underscored
complex relationships between drought and hydrological factors,
emphasizing the need for a nuanced understanding to inform
effective water resource management and climate adaptation
strategies in the region. Yespolov et al. (2022) concurred,
emphasizing the need to address challenges in sustainable water
management for Kazakhstan’s agriculture sectors, aligning with
the water-rich Balkhash Lake Basin facing escalating water scarcity
and drought events. Myrzakhmetov et al. (2022) highlighted
hydrological fluctuations in the Lake Balkhash region from
1998 to 2005, with a notable rise in water level attributed to
increased inflow linked to higher humidity and air temperature.
Subsequently, a decline of 32 cm occurred from 2006 to 2009.
However, in 2010, a reversal took place, leading to a 15 cm
increase, reaching 342.36 m. BS. Talipova et al. (2019) identified
significant station-based alterations in temperature and
precipitation patterns within the Balkhash Lake Basin,
necessitating the adoption of sustainable water resource
management practice (Tursunova et al., 2022). Despite the
limited availability of literature for a direct comparison with
our findings, the challenges posed by drought and evolving
climate patterns underscore the urgency of implementing
sustainable water resource management practices. To effectively
address the specific vulnerabilities and correlations identified at
different stations within the basin, it is imperative to incorporate
these considerations into water resource management practices. The
utilization of our probabilistic mapping of drought occurrences serves
as a valuable tool for enhancing water supplymanagement, facilitating
anticipation, and enabling strategic planning for drought events.
The study underscores the critical importance of proactive
monitoring and assessment, leveraging remote sensing data and
comprehensive indices like VHI, to bridge existing research gaps in
the region.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, this study has provided valuable insights into the
dynamics of drought within the Balkhash Lake Basin for the period
spanning from 2000 to 2020. The research has revealed the
significant and enduring impacts of severe drought events on the
region, affecting a substantial portion of the basin’s area and posing
challenges for both Kazakhstan and China. The analysis of temporal
trends has uncovered a mixed scenario, with certain areas
experiencing deteriorating drought conditions while others
maintain relative stability, underscoring the spatial heterogeneity
of drought patterns within the region.

Moreover, the research has unveiled complex correlations
between drought occurrences and hydrological parameters at
monitoring stations in the basin, emphasizing the complex
interplay between these factors. This highlights the critical
importance of nuanced and localized approaches to water resource
management in addressing the region’s vulnerabilities effectively.

In light of the recurring drought events and the challenges
brought about by evolving climate patterns, this study serves as a
call to action, underlining the urgent need for proactive monitoring,

adaptive strategies, and the adoption of sustainable water
management practices to safeguard the vital water resources and
ecosystems of the Balkhash Lake Basin. The region faces heightened
challenges due to the simultaneous trends of increasing
temperatures and population growth, intensifying the overall
impact on water availability.

Therefore, comprehensive and localized strategies are
essential to address the varying degrees of vulnerability
across the basin, with the research offering a novel
perspective that can inform tailored approaches for managing
water resources and adapting to climate changes in this specific
geographical context, thereby revealing previously unexplored
avenues of research.
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